
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
-------------------------------------- - x 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

-v.- SEALED INDICTMENT 

ISHAN WAHI , 22 Cr . 
NIKHIL WAHI , and 
SAMEER RAMAN I , 

Defendants . 2 2 CRIM 3 92 
-------------------------------- - ------ x . 

COUNT ONE 
(Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud) 

The Grand Jury charges : 

Overview of the Charges 

1 . From at least in or about June of 2021 through in or 

about April of 2022 , ISHAN WAHI , NIKHIL WAHI , and SAMEER RAMANI , 

the defendants , generated more than a million dollars in illegal 

trading profits through their participation in a scheme to 

engage in insider trading in crypto assets that were listed or 

were under considerat i on for listing on Coinbase Global , Inc . 

("Coinbase" ) , a major online cryptocurrency exchange platform . 

As part of the insider trading scheme , ISHAN WAHI violated his 

duties of trust and confidence to Coinbase by providing 

confidential business information that he learned in connection 

with his employment at Coinbase to NIKHIL WAHI and SAMEER RAMANI 

so that they could secretly engage in profitable trades around 
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public announcements by Coinbase that it would be listing 

certain crypto assets on Coinbase ' s exchanges . 

2 . ISHAN WAHI , the defendant , was a Coinbase employee 

involved in the highly confidential process of listing crypto 

assets on Coinbase ' s exchanges . As a result , ISHAN WAHI had 

detailed and advanced knowledge of which crypto assets Coinbase 

was planning to list and the timing of public announcements 

about those listings . Because the market value of crypto assets 

typically significantly increased after Coinbase announced that 

it would be listing a particular asset on its exchanges , 

Coinbase kept the information strictly confidential and 

prohibited its employees from sharing that information . In 

violation of these policies and his duties of trust and 

confidence to Coinbase , ISHAN WAHI misappropriated that 

confidential business information to tip his brother , NIKHIL 

WAHI , the defendant , and ISHAN WAHI ' s friend and associate , 

SAMEER RAMANI , the defendant , so that they could use that 

confidential information to make well - timed purchases of crypto 

assets in advance of Coinbase ' s listing announcements. 

3. After Coinbase ' s listing decisions became public , and 

after the crypto assets appreciated due to that announcement , 

NIKHIL WAHI and SAMEER RAMANI , the defendants , caused the sale 

of those crypto assets for substantial profits . In total , 
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during the course of the scheme , NIKHIL WAHI and RAMANI 

collectively caused purchases of at least 25 crypto assets in 

advance of at least 14 separate Coinbase crypto asset listing 

announcements. As a result of the insider trading scheme , 

NIKHIL WAHI and RAMANI collectively generated realized and 

unrealized gains totaling at least approximately $1 . 5 million. 

4. The defendants also took numerous steps to evade 

detection from law enforcement. Throughout their illegal 

trading , NIKHIL WAHI and SAMEER RAMANI , the defendants , 

attempted to conceal their trading by transferring their crypto 

assets through a web of crypto accounts and anonymous Ethereum 

blockchain wallets , including through accounts held in others ' 

names. In or about May 2022 , as the illegal insider trading 

scheme came to light , ISHAN WAHI , the defendant , purchased a 

one-way airline ticket to a foreign country in an unsuccessful 

attempt to flee from the United States . 

Background 

5 . At all times relevant to this Indictment, Coinbase was 

one of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges in the world . 

Coinbase allowed users to acquire , exchange , and sell various 

crypto assets in online user accounts . In order to transact in 

a particular crypto asset on Coinbase , that crypto asset must be 

listed on Coinbase ' s exchanges. 
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6 . During the time period relevant to this Indictment , 

Coinbase frequently announced that particular crypto assets 

would be listed on one of its exchanges or were under 

consideration for listing. Coinbase often made these 

announcements on Coinbase ' s publicly available blog or Twitter 

account . It was well known that after Coinbase announced that 

it was going to be listing or was conside r ing listing a 

particular crypto asset , the market value of that crypto asset 

typically rose substantially . 

7. Because Coinbase viewed its reputation as a fair forum 

of exchange as essential to its business success , Coinbase took 

steps to guard the confidentiality of information regarding 

prospective asset listings and to ensure that potential traders 

did not learn of prospective listings before the company 

announced them formally to the general public . The company ' s 

policies and agreements thus prohibited employees from using 

confidential information about asset listings , including which 

crypto assets it intended to list on its exchanges , except for 

the benefit of Coinbase . Indeed , Coinbase ' s policies made clear 

that employees "helping to implement support of [a] new asset " 

were prohibited from " buy[ing] the new asset " in advance of an 

announcement . Coinbase ' s written policies also prohibited 

employees from disclosing the confidential information to any 
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person outside of Coinbase , including "family or friends ," and 

expressly barred employees from providing a " tip" to any person 

who might make a trading decision based on the information. 

8 . Beginning in or about October 2020 , ISHAN WAHI , the 

defendant , was employed by Coinbase as a product manager 

assigned to an asset listing team . Pursuant to the policies 

described above , and by virtue of his employment more generally , 

ISHAN WAHI was prohibited from sharing confidential business 

information about Coinbase ' s asset listings with others and from 

using that information other than for the benefit of his 

employer. Moreover , as a member of Coinbase ' s asset listing 

team, ISHAN WAHI was subject to an "enhanced trading policy" 

that , among other things , required him to report his digital 

asset holdings and seek preclearance for any digital asset 

trades conducted by ISHAN WAHI outside of Coinbase ' s platform . 

During the course o f his employment at Coinbase , ISHAN WAHI 

provided Co inbase with a written certification that he had read 

the company ' s trading and confidentiality policies , that he 

understood them , and that he would comply with them . 

9. As a product manager on one of Coinbase ' s asset 

listing teams , ISHAN WAHI , the defendant, frequently had 

advanced knowledge of which crypto assets Coinbase planned to 

announce it was listing or considering listing , and had advanced 
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